Disclaimer
The information, software, products, and services included on this Web site may include
inaccuracies or typographical errors and AL-MIRAAJ will be entitled to rectify such inaccuracies
or typographical errors. AL-MIRAAJ will not be liable / responsible for any decision that you may
take based on such inaccurate information. Changes are periodically added to the information
herein. AL-MIRAAJ may make improvements and/or changes in this Web site at any time.
Advice received via this Web site should not be relied upon for personal, medical, legal or
financial decisions and you should consult an appropriate professional for specific advice
tailored to your situation. AL-MIRAAJ and/or its respective suppliers make no representations
about the suitability, reliability, timeliness, and accuracy of the information, software, products,
services, or any other items and related graphics contained on this web site for any purpose
whatsoever. All such information, software, products, services and related graphics are provided
"as is" without warranty of any kind. AL-MIRAAJ and/or its respective suppliers hereby disclaim
all warranties and conditions with regard to this information, software, products, services and
related graphics, including all implied warranties and conditions of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, title and non-infringement.
In no event shall AL-MIRAAJ and/or its parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, directors,
employees, agents or suppliers be liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, special,
consequential damages or any damages whatsoever including, without limitation, damages for
loss of use, data or profits, arising out of or in any way connected with the use or performance
of this web site, with the delay or inability to use this web site, the provision of or failure to
provide services, or for any information, software, products, services and related graphics
obtained through this web site, goa escort, or otherwise arising out of the use of this web site,
whether based on contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise, even if AL-MIRAAJ or any of its
suppliers has been advised of the possibility of damages, including liability associated with any
viruses which may infect a users computer equipment. If you are dissatisfied with any portion of
this web site, or with any of these terms of use, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue
using this web site.
Please ensure that all information given by you while booking is correct. For security reasons
and to be able to advice you of any developments affecting your travel we need to be able to
contact you by telephone and email and to have your correct address on record .If any or all of
these contact details are not correctly given by you, we reserve the right to cancel the
transaction at your risk and cost.
The right to access and transact on the web site is reserved as is the right to use any particular
credit card on the site for payment purposes.

There is no guarantee of validity of accuracy. No warranty of accuracy or reliability is given and
no responsibility arising in any other way for errors or omissions (including responsibility to any
person by reason of negligence) is accepted by the company or any member or employee of the
company or consultant to the company. All information conveyed on this website is for general
description purposes, and the owners, whilst every effort has been made to portray information
accurately, will not be held responsible, whatsoever, for any anomaly or discrepancies therein.
This is a dynamic Web site, including information and inputs from colleagues as well as the site
authors. In preparing this site, effort has been made to offer the most current and clearly
expressed information possible. However, inadvertent errors can occur, and applicable laws,
rules and regulations often change. Please do not consider this information as more than food
for thought at any time. The information, links, recommendations, and implications contained in
this site are comments and opinions at best and should not be taken, used, or followed without
personal consultation with the site owner.
NOTE : The decision to grant or refuse a visa is the sole prerogative of the Embassies /Consulate /
High Commission. AL-MIRAAJ does not in any way influence the same.

